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Abstract

Introduction: Our objectives in this study were to determine the frequency of people with mental illness admitted to the psychiatric department from another care structure, describe their demographic characteristics, identify the different care systems adopted by patients to know the motivations of the choice of treatment and identify methods supported. It was a prospective, descriptive type of a six-month on 380 cases of therapeutic routes for people with mental illness in psychiatric ward of the National Hospital of Donka Hospital in Conakry.

Methods: We included in this study, patients of any age, any gender and from any source, regardless of the clinical presentation, admitted to the service during the study period, in which the existence of a psychiatric disorder was the reason for consultation in several care centers after agreeing to participate in the study.

Results: The frequency of individuals who used traditional medicine was 84%, adolescents and young adults were much affected. Male patients, singles were the most affected with a sex ratio (M / F) 2.7 the majority had no profession, and the secondary level was the most affected with 45%, 24%, 18 %, 13%. The most frequent psychiatric comorbidities were: Bipolar disorder (43.6%), substance use (31.5%).

Conclusion: A broader general population study helps identify the extent of the problem of the itinerary of people with mental illness.
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Introduction

The therapeutic route is a movement of the patient and his entourage since the emergence of this new singularity that is the disease, until the end brought to it by the system of care to which the subject has access.

It denotes all the procedures involved in the therapeutic quest, from the appearance of disorders to their various sanctions. Five stages mark the therapeutic route of a subject and his relatives in a situation of illness: recognition, orientation to therapy, the diagnostic process, the healing ritual and the resultant [1].

In the early days of psychiatry, anthropological and psychopathological data were interspersed, which was an essential question. However, psycho pathologists have used anthropological facts only to confirm certain theoretical hypotheses. They have never taken cultural remedies for psychic disorders seriously [2]. Marcel Mauss in 1902 drew attention to the fact that magic was a technique and not a religion. He recognized the reality of ritual actions, asking himself the question of "the physical effect in the individual of the idea of death suggested by the community" [3]. In 1937, EVANS-PRICHARD published his famous monograph on the Zande of Sudan where he first showed how processes designated as therapeutic, were intimately entangled with the language, the world view and the organization of society [4]. Most of the patients said they were bewitched and this belief that we could have considered delusional was shared by the other members of the family, the clan, even the village. In developed countries, mental illness has developed a rational explanation and hence a well-codified management that takes into account the socio-cultural environment and is devolved to specialized institutions only: chemotherapy and psychotherapy form today the two complementary and inseparable aspects of this care taken in addition to social psychiatry, which considers the patient and his environment [5].

In Guadeloupe in 2005, a study by Patricia J et al, on cultural representations, the therapeutic route in infant mental health reported that 4/5 of the families had taken personal remedies to help their children. These were preferentially of a cultural nature. In Africa, on the contrary, the weight of traditional beliefs remains very much alive and many irrational explanations remain about it, hence the multitude of care circuits [6]. In Gabon in 2006, a study by Dope Koumou R, et al. [7] on the care of the mentally ill in Libreville, reported a frequency of 20% of patients who came after attending various health care facilities. In Burkina Faso, in the same year Kapouné K in a retrospective study of 137 schizophrenic cases in the psychiatric ward of the university hospital of Yalgado Ouedraogo, reported 46, 3% of cases who consulted at least once the traditional practitioner.

The itinerary of the patients is an important step to take into account in the care. In the case of mental illnesses in Africa, the route seems peculiar because of the social, false and tenacious prejudices erected as a real course of action [8]. In Côte d'Ivoire in 2009, Yavo PY, et al. [9], in their study of the therapeutic route of schizophrenics in Abidjan, reported 70.6% recourse to places of worship and 11.8% recourse to traditional healers. The lack of a specific prior study on the issue in Guinea, the various beliefs about mental illnesses sometimes requiring patients and their entourage to consult many care circuits, motivated the choice of this theme "Therapeutic itinerary of people suffering from mental illness in the psychiatric ward of Donka National Hospital, Conakry University Hospital "whose objectives were:

- To determine the frequency of persons suffering from mental illness admitted to the psychiatric ward from another health facility.
- To describe the socio-demographic characteristics of people with mental illness who have been to other care settings.
- To identify the different care circuits adopted by patients before their admission to the psychiatric ward of Donka National Hospital.
- To know the reasons for the choice of treatment and,
- To identify the methods of care.

Methodology

The Psychiatry Department of the Donka National Hospital CHU Conakry served as a framework for the realization of this study. It is the only referral center for the management of mental disorders and behavior, including cases of addiction in guinea. Our study focused on patients who had followed several therapeutic circuits. A questionnaire developed for this purpose served as a support for data collection. This was a prospective, descriptive study lasting 6 months (from November 1, 2014 to April 30, 2015). We conducted an exhaustive census of all patients meeting our inclusion criteria. We informed all the doctors in the department of the existence of the investigation. Patients and their relatives were received after obtaining their free and informed consent for 30-45 minutes; the questionnaire was completed by a single interviewer with the help of an
interpreter when necessary. The lack of precise information on the composition of traditional treatment has been our major difficulty for us [10-15].

**Results**

The frequency of people who used traditional medicine was 84%, adolescents and young adults were much more affected. Male patients, singles were the most affected with a sex ratio (M / F) of 2.7 the majority was unemployed, and the secondary level was the most affected with respectively 45%, 24%, 18 %, 13%. The most common psychiatric comorbidities were: Bipolar Disorders (43.6%), Psychoactive Substance Use (31.5%) [16-19].

**Discussion**

We conducted a six-month prospective descriptive study of the Donka National Hospital Psychiatry Service from November 1, 2014 to April 30, 2015. The lack of precise information on the composition of the traditional treatment was the main difficulty; however we achieved the following results: During the study period, 518 patients were received in the service, of whom 380 resorted to other care circuits before admission to the psychiatric service, ie a hospital frequency of 73.3%. In Mali in 2011 Sidibe F [20,21] in his medical doctoral thesis on the study of therapeutic itineraries related to traditional medicine care reported a frequency of 12.31%. In our series, the high frequency of patients who have resorted to other therapeutic circuits could be explained by the fact that in our societies, the majority of families first chose the traditional healers because of their attachment to cultural beliefs about Mental illness, modern services are only a last resort, after the failure of all other therapeutic remedies and the poor information of the population on mental health services in Guinea.

The age groups of 22 - 26 years, 27-31 years, were the most affected with frequencies of 28.9%, 27% cases and an average age of 28.5 years with extremes of 12 to 56 years old. Dope Koumou R, et al. [7] provided 41.6% of adolescents and young adults in their study on the care of the mentally ill in Libreville. The high rate of patients in these age groups could be explained by the fact that they are made up of adolescents and young adults who are most exposed to the stresses of daily life on the one hand, and On the other hand, it is the age groups of all hopes (active layer of society) from which the search for care across all circuits. In our study, we found a male predominance with 73% of cases compared to 27% of females, a sex ratio (M / F) of 2.7. This rate corroborates with some data from the literature [22,24]. Several reasons have been mentioned to explain this predominance of men, including the more restrictive social demands on the man pushing those around him to provide him with better access to care. As for socio-professional categories, we found a predominance of patients without profession, i.e. 32.8% of cases followed by the formal training sector 22.6% of cases. The high frequency of patients without professions is due to the fact that the mental disorder is a factor of stigmatization and of socio-professional discrimination, which can favor either the abandonment of the professional activity or the rejection of the subjects if they wish to carry out a work or marginal integration.

The majority of our patients were single, 62.3% followed by 32% married couples. Our data conform to those described in the literature [25,27].

This predominance of singles is explained by the fact that these are young people whose onset of a psychological disorder compromises any marriage project. All levels of studies have been reached. The secondary level was the most affected with 45% of cases, against 24% for the higher level, 18% for the primary level, and 13% for those without levels. In contrast to our study Athanase M, et al [28] reported 66% for those without levels, 44% for the primary level, 29% for the secondary level, and 6% for the upper level. The predominance of the secondary level is explained by the fact that this level corresponds to the age of the great adolescence which corresponds to the period of appearance of the mental diseases. The largest numbers of our patients, 80% of cases were from low Guinea, followed by the average and high guinea 8%, guinea forest 2%. This high rate of patients coming from low guinea would be due to the presence of the psychiatric service in Conakry, which is the only national reference center of the country, for the management of mental disorders and including addictions. Many of our patients had a personal psychiatric history of 53% of cases, compared with 47% of our patients with no personal psychiatric history. This high rate could be explained by the fact that half of our patients were readmitted for recurrences frequently related to either the use of psychoactive substances, or breakage or poor compliance with care or failure of traditional treatment. Most of our patients reported using traditional medicine during their illness, 84% followed by modern medicine 10%, and places of prayer 6%. These different structures can be consulted simultaneously and cyclically; this itinerary is
described as a "therapeutic adventure" involving the group, that is, the family, which is often the decision-making body in the choice of the care circuit.

More than half of our patients came to a psychiatric consultation on the advice of a loved one, or because of the failure of traditional and religious treatment, respectively 67%, 33%. Koumou R, et al. [7] reported in their study of the different therapeutic circuits, that the motivations of choice of the psychiatric hospital were related to the failure of the traditional and / or religious treatment is 67%, or on advice of a close 31.8%. These high frequencies could be explained by the fact that in Africa, the weight of traditional beliefs remains very strong and many irrational explanations remain about it, hence the multitude of care circuits.

In the psychiatric hospital, drug treatment consisting of the administration of neuroleptics is 62.6%, followed by thymoregulators 44%, psychotherapy was indicated in 38.9%, it is an individual psychotherapy and Support. The high frequency of neuroleptics and mood stabilizers is explained by the fact that the majority of our patients responded to the properties of uses of its drugs namely delirium, hallucinations, psychomotor agitation, exaltation of mood, and other associated signs on the one hand, and their presentation in the generic form with a lower cost.

The treatment in traditional healers and religious consisted in the administration of herbal drinks 49.2%, the talisman 78.9%, immersion in the steam baths 24.2%, the sacrifice of animals 32.8%, the compression and the flogging were used for the most agitated is 14.7%, against the sacrifice of animals 32.8%, the compression and the flogging were used for the most agitated is 14.7%, against the sacrifice of animals 32.8%, the compression and the flogging were used for the most agitated is 14.7%. This finding is shared by most authors [29,30]. Ekomy and Moukouta believe that traditional medicine still occupies a place of choice in the provision of care [31,32]. It is therefore necessary to combine tradition and modern psychiatry for better care [33]. This high frequency of recourse to the care of traditional healers and / or religious is explained by the fact that some traditherapeutes use the side effects to medical treatment: drowsiness, gaze cap, torticollis, heaviness of the tongue, stiffness, the trembling of the extremities, the dryness of the mouth, to devalue the treatment proposed by the psychiatrist for their benefit and even require the patients to abandon it. This same behavior is encountered in places of prayer. The disadvantage induced by these different therapies is the fact that traditional healers are mainly oriented towards finding the culprit; their activity consists in identifying the accused and taken as responsible for the evil to oblige them to confess and to be reconciled with the victim. Muslims are mostly represented in this study, i.e. 89% against 11%. This high rate of Muslims in our study is explained by the fact that the plurality of the Guinean population is Muslim.

The diagnoses of bipolar disorder, psychoactive substance use and delirious puffing were the most frequent, 43.6%, 31.5% and 12.3% respectively; cases. These data are comparable to those described in the literature [34,35]. The high frequencies of psychiatric disorders could be explained by the fact that they generally start during adolescence or early adulthood on the one hand, and the notion of substance abuse is a risk factor in the occurrence of these disorders.

Many of our patients had no satisfaction with the services provided by traditional healers, i.e. 67%, followed by 20% with few satisfactions, and 13% with satisfaction. This high frequency of non-satisfaction in this study could be explained by the fact that the traditional mechanisms (sacrifice, consultation with the healer) and those inherited from religion (prayer, talisman ...) after a relatively long period will sometimes prove powerless to subtract the individual from the isolation in which he gradually sinks. Disappointed, discouraged patients and their families then move to the psychiatric hospital in search of a therapeutic ideal.

During our study, the most predominant reasons for consultation were instinctual disorders (50.5%), followed by psychomotor disorders (46%) and thought disorders (34.4%). These data conform to those described in the literature [36,38]. This predominance is related to spiritual problems, and the etiologies most evoked remain the spell (witch etiology) and drug addiction.

In our study, we noticed that most of our patients were received outpatients or in hospital with a progression less than or equal to 6 months or 65% of cases, followed by 35% whose evolution was greater than 6 months. This acute or chronic evolution of certain affections pushes our patients to cling to all promising speeches.
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